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Screwdrivers Precision Screwdriver Sets

Leather fold 
up case

MINIATURE & PRECISION 
SCREWDRIVER SETS
Ideal for watchmakers, model makers, instrument 
technicians, opticians, electrical and precision
engineering shops and applications where fine 
adjustment and speedy removal and setting of 
fixings is required. Four sets feature revolving 
bodies that permit single-handed use leaving the 
other hand free when working on small items.

PIECE SET6

PIECE SET7

PIECE SET13

Mini Screwdriver Set
This mini set consists of seven precision soft-grip 
screwdrivers designed for use on small screws. 
Each screwdriver features a chrome vanadium 
steel blade with a black tip manufactured to a high 
tolerance for a sure and accurate fastener fit.

Precision 13 Piece Set
A pocket sized high quality instrument screwdriver set in a  
handy storage wallet. Set contains twelve popular inter-
changeable screwdriver bits with a solid brass, quick change 
revolving instrument screwdriver handle. Screwdriver bits are 
magnetised to help assist when handling small item. All bits 
are fitted with an easy release ball end for simple removal 
from their storage wallet and have a slotted drive for use in 
the quick change screwdriver handle.

FAISDINST6
£10.61 Ex VAT  £12.73 Inc VAT

FAISDMINI7
£10.42 Ex VAT  £12.50 Inc VAT

FAISDINST13
£17.48 Ex VAT  £20.98 Inc VAT

Parallel: 0.9, 1.2mm 
Phillips: PH000, PH00,    
 PH0, PH1

Parallel: 2.5, 3mm 
Phillips: PH00, PH0 
Star: T8, T9, T10

Parallel: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5mm 
Phillips: PH000, PH00, PH0 
Star: T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10

12-in-1 Instrument 
Screwdriver
This pocket size screwdriver is supplied with six double 
ended screwdriver bits, housed in an internal screw top 
storage compartment. Simply select the required bit and 
slot into the magnetic bit holder. Rubber easy turn collar 
and handy pocket clip.

Parallel: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3mm 
Phillips: PH000, PH00, PH0, PH1 
Star: T5, T6, T7, T8

FAISDINST12
£8.30 Ex VAT  £9.96 Inc VAT

Precision 6 Piece Set
A set of mini revolving precision screwdrivers, 
manufactured from aluminium with 
a plastic rotating top and soft 
turning grip. Magnetic tips. 
Overall length 110mm.


